Greetings Musicians

I hope you had a great interim break. We are very pleased to have Finale installed on nearby computers once again. Many students have been able to finish assignments and projects since we first installed Finale. Students who want to use a MIDI controller can check one out from the Music Collection circulation counter. I hope to see you soon.

— Amy Edmonds

**Musical Instruments You Can Borrow**

Did you know that the Educational Technology and Resources Collection (formerly Educational Resources Collection) collection lends over 100 musical instruments? The collection includes “realia” — 3-dimensional physical objects of all kinds, including musical instruments of the world. Want to try out a didgeridoo? An Irish harp? Want to strum on a ukulele? There’s even a train whistle!

For a complete list online, click Ball State Libraries’ Digital Media Repository:
http://libx.bsu.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/MusInst

**Finale 2014**

Finale 2014 is now available on 6 PCs and 3 Macs near the Music Collection Counter. These computers have enhanced capacities for multi-media applications. Look for the sign that says “Intensive Computing Applications.” Use the Software Locator to find available computers with this invaluable software. MIDI keyboards are available for check-out at the counter.

**Computers with Finale 2014**

**Check out MIDI Keyboard for Finale**

---
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- New CDs: 2
- New DVDs: 2
- New on Naxos: 2
- Music Online: 2
- New Books: 3
- New Scores: 3
- New Popular CDs: 3
- Featured New Materials: 4
Selected New CDs:

20th Century Russian Piano Music  
**Compact Disc 21396**

Bach. St. Matthew Passion  
**Compact Disc 21799**

Bartok. Sonatas for Violin  
**Compact Disc 22008**

Berio. Complete Piano Music  
**Compact Disc 21966**

Chin, Unsuk. Three Concertos  
**Compact Disc 22055**

Clementi Grand: His Works, His Fortepiano  
**Compact Disc 22052**

Couperin. Léons de Tenebres  
**Compact Disc 21899**

Dohnányi. Piano Works  
**Compact Disc 21970**

Fairouz. Sumeida’s Song  
**Compact Disc 20687**

Fleisher. All the Things You Are  
**Compact Disc 21971**

Flute Music by Bach’s Students  
**Compact Disc 21962**

Handel. Orlando  
**Compact Disc 22012**

Heggie. Out of Darkness  
**Compact Disc 21244**

Hindemith. Resolve: Masterworks for Clarinet  
**Compact Disc 21895**

Hough. In the Night  
**Compact Disc 21891**

Gagaku: Ancient Japanese Court and Dance Music  
**Compact Disc 22179**

O’Neill (viola). Lachrymae  
**Compact Disc 20956**

Rorem. Miss Julie  
**Compact Disc 21465**

Say. Black Earth  
**Compact Disc 21240**

Shostakovich/Gergiev. Symphonies 4,5,6  
**Compact Disc 21662**

Strauss. Elektra  
**Compact Disc 22049**

Verdi. Giovanna d’Arco (Joan of Arc) Netrebko, Domingo  
**Compact Disc 21969**

Verdi. Otello (Solti cond.)  
**Compact Disc 21892**

New Music DVDs

In Educational Technology & Resources Collection:

Bizet. Carmen  
**DVD Video 12002**

Cavalli. La Calisto  
**DVD Video 12004**

Lehar. The Merry Widow  
**DVD Video 11977**

Prokofiev. The Fiery Angel  
**DVD Video 11989**

Rossini. Le Comte Ory  
**DVD Video 11990**

Wagner. Parsifal  
**DVD Video 11791**

Included with Music Collection Compact Discs:

Alice Cooper. Theatre of Death (Live Performance, 2009)  
**Compact Disc 22148**

Blondie. Greatest Hits  
**Compact Disc 22150**

Grateful Dead. Crimson, White & Indigo (Live, 1989)  
**Compact Disc 22149**

Carole King & James Taylor. Live at the Troubadour (2007)  
**Compact Disc 22157**

Streisand. Back to Brooklyn (Live, 2012)  
**Compact Disc 22143**

From Austin City Limits:

Johnny Cash. Live from Austin, TX (1987)  
**Compact Disc 22144**

Willie Nelson. Live from Austin, TX (1990)  
**Compact Disc 22145**

Classical CDs with DVDs:

**Compact Disc 21799**

Fazil Say Black Earth (2006 Recital)  
**Compact Disc 21240**
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New on Naxos Music Library

Bach/Gould. English Suites  
Sony Classical  **88880284457**

Bach/Landowska. Keyboard Music  
RCA  **090266091928**

Bach/Ma. Cello Suites 1-6  
Sony Classical  **828767875125**

Essential Julian Bream  
RCA  **866972134024**

Natalie Dessay & Michel Legrand. Entre elle et lui  
Erato  **82564397341**

Egyptian Grooves  
Bar de Lune  **LUNED104**

Joplin. Rags for Contrabassoon  
Crystal Records  **CD848**

King’s Singers. Street Songs  
RCA  **090266317554**

Loesser. Guys and Dolls  
RCA  **88880758682**

Mario Lanza Greatest Hits  
RCA  **884977105445**

NPR. Triumph of the Piano  
Sony Classical  **074646099322**

Opera Without Words  
Sony Classical  **86644373402**

Porter. Kiss Me Kate  
Sony Classical  **074646053621**

Rabin. The Early Years  
Sony Classical  **074646089423**

Rachmaninov/Bolot. Transcriptions  
RCA  **886444882682**

Rodgers. Flower Drum Song  
Sony Classical  **074646095829**

Elly Ameling Sings Schubert Brilliant Classics  
**BC95107**

Sondheim. Sunday in the Park with George  
RCA  **828766863826**

Lotte Lenya Sings Kurt Weill  
Sony Classical  **074646064726**
Selected New Books:

Adorno. Philosophy of Modern Music  
ML 197 .A3 1973
The Beatles Lyrics  
ML 421 .B4 D385 2014
Beck. What to Listen for in Opera  
MT 95 .B45 2014
Blatter. Instrumentation and Orchestration  
MT 70 .B56 1997
Burgess. The Art of Music Production  
MT 3790 .B84 2013
Burgess. History of Music Production  
MT 3790 .B842 2014
Cook. Teaching Percussion  
MT 655 .C67 1988
Eno. Visual Music  
ML 410 .M23 G85 2013
Gustav Mahler: The Conductors’ Interviews  
ML 410 .M23 G85 2013
Goins. Blues All Day Long: The Jimmy Rogers Story  
ML 410 .R613 G6 2014
Harriss. George Frederic Handel: A Life With Friends  
ML 410 .H13 H2 2013
Silver. The Art of Small Combo Jazz Playing  
MT 68 .S55 H6 1995
Pease. Jazz Composition, Theory and Practice  
MT 40 .P43 J 2003
Malvinni. The Gypsy Caravan  
ML 3545 .M24 2004

Selected New Scores:

Alfred’s Self-Teaching Adult Piano Course  
MT 220 .P38 2011
Davis, Miles. Birth of the Cool  
Scores from the Original Parts  
M 1366 .D38 B5 2002
Josh Groban  
M 1630.18 .J67 2008
Johnson, Robert. New Transcriptions  
M 1630.18 .J65 R 1999
Mozart. Complete String Quartets (Parts) Peters ed.  
M 451 .M93 M6 Band 1, Band 2
The Very Best of Oscar Peterson  
M 328 .P48 V4 2005
Prinz. 25 Etudes for Clarinet  
MT 386 .P75 1999
Best of Sonny Rollins  
M 106 .R65 B4 2008
Simandl. Gradus ad parnassum: 24 Studies for String Bass  
MT 386 .P75 1999
Stamitz, A. Viola Concerto in B-Flat Major  
M 1015 .S73 Bb MAJ. 2007
Williams, Mary Lou  
Selected Works for Big Band  
M 2 .R2375 v.74

Selected New Popular Music CDs:

Babymetal. Babymetal  
Compact Disc 22153
Chesney. The Big Revival  
Compact Disc 22109
Lady Antebellum. 747  
Compact Disc 22119
Linkin Park. Hunting Party  
Compact Disc 22107
Menzel, Idina. Holiday Wishes  
Compact Disc 22120
Pink. Funhouse  
Compact Disc 22089
Rain. Bulletproof Picasso  
Compact Disc 22117
Salvant. WomanChild  
Compact Disc 22112
Shelton. Bringing back the Sunshine  
Compact Disc 22123
Sia. 1000 Forms of Fear  
Compact Disc 22108
Smith. In the Lonely Hour  
Compact Disc 21763
Soundtrack. Fault in Our Stars  
Compact Disc 22110
Strayhorn. Piano Passion  
Compact Disc 22010
Swift, Taylor. 1989  
Compact Disc 22180
Train. Bulletproof Picasso  
Compact Disc 22117
Twilight: Breaking Dawn, Pt. 1  
Compact Disc 22116
U2. Songs of Innocence  
Compact Disc 22121
Weezer. Everything Will Be Alright in the End  
Compact Disc 22118
Wess. Magic 101  
Compact Disc 22113
WOW Hits 2015  
Compact Disc 22122
Yoga Lounge  
Compact Disc 22152

For monthly updates go to:  
http://liblink.bsu.edu/newlist/
Music Collection News

Selected New Books from the General Collection:

  HA 312 .R43 2014

- The Continental Aesthetics Reader, 2nd ed.
  BH 201 .C59 2011
  Excerpts and essays by European philosophers such as Adorno, Nietzsche, and Foucault.

- The Improvisation Studies Reader
  PN 2071 .I5 I47 2015
  Classic essays from many disciplines, including music. Also includes some graphic scores.

The Beatles Lyrics

This new book tells the story of each song, with photographs of the original handwritten drafts of the lyrics in the writers' handwriting.

The Beatles Lyrics
  ML 421 .B4 D385 2014

Jazz Transcriptions

Jazz musicians typically rely only on minimal notation (lead sheets — music with the melody and chords only), embellishing tunes with their own improvised ideas. Students who wish to learn from their idols can practice or study great solos in transcription:

- **Guitar**
  - Robert Johnson: The New Transcriptions
    M1630.18 .J665 R6 1999

- **Saxophone**
  - The Best of Sonny Rollins
    M106 .R65 B4 2008
  - John Coltrane Plays Giant Steps
    M106 .C65 G5 1996
  - Jazz Improvisation: Transcriptions of Charlie Parker’s Great Alto Solos
    M106 .P3 J3

- **Trumpet**
  - The Chet Baker Collection
    M88 .B35 C4 2002

- **Piano**
  - The Very Best of Oscar Peterson
    M32.8 .P48 V4 2005
  - Fats Waller: Performances in Transcription
    M2 .R2375 v. 41
  - Bill Evans Plays Standards

Click here for more transcribed jazz solos or search jazz and Transcriptions as keywords in CardCat.

Naxos Music Library's online offerings have surpassed 100,000 CDs, and the track count now tops 1.5 million. With the recent addition of major labels such as Sony, Warner and Harmonia Mundi, this streaming service offers quality performances of most standard and unusual repertoire.

You can also listen to classic music via the Libraries' Databases page (log in required):
  http://www.bsu.edu/libraries/svl/databases/index.php

Access Naxos via the Libraries' Databases page (log in required):
http://www.bsu.edu/libraries/svl/databases/index.php